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About This Content

Max realises that changing the past can lead to painful consequences and that time is not a great healer. Her investigation into
the disappearance of Rachel Amber begins to reach a thrilling conclusion as she finds the Dark Room. Will the answers lie

within? Or will there just be trouble?

Life Is Strange: Dark Room is part Four of a five part series that sets out to revolutionise story based choice and consequence
games.

Features

A beautifully written modern adventure game

Rewind time to change the course of events

Multiple endings depending on the choices you make

Striking, hand-painted visuals

Distinct, licensed indie soundtrack
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Title: Life is Strange - Episode 4
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
DONTNOD ENTERTAINMENT, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Life is Strange
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/ 512 MB RAM (not recommended for Intel HD Graphics cards)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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COME FOR THE LINE \/ STAY FOR THE DASH. This game is awesome! Simple yet difficult.. Interesting time/life
management game.
Could use more content, but I guess this is what Early Access is for.
The engine seems functional so I don't think adding new content will be problematic.. Gravitron 2 is a decade old now and the
developer is long gone, but this is still one of the best Gravitar-style shooters ever made.

Difficult but fair, with a surprising amount of diversity in the level design. You can download the demo, or there's also a good
gameplay video here so you know what to expect.

Now a few important first-play tips if you buy this game (which you should):

- The default level pack on the main menu is "OfficialPack1." That is the expansion. Click once so that you are starting
with the "Standard" pack, which are the levels from the initial release. Otherwise the game will seem very difficult to
start with.

- Use your shield. It will deflect all standard bullets and is a lifesaver in tight areas. By default it is bound to the middle
mouse button; I suggest rebinding it to a more easily accessible key like the spacebar, or use a controller. All controls
can be rebound from the options menu, which is available after starting the game. You can also adjust the mouse
sensitivity there.

- You can land on any flat surface, including walls and celings, and you will not take damage from landing at high
speeds, as long as you are correctly aligned.

Gravitron 2 is a near-perfect game for me, with only one significant flaw: There are no online leaderboards. There
were at one point, hosted on a third-party server, but that server is down for good. Steam leaderboards would be a
major benefit, though there is little hope of that happening now.

Still, that lone drawback should absolutely not stop you from picking this one up. Don't bother waiting for a sale - it
hasn't dropped in price since 2013 and likely won't ever again. Plus at $5 it's already a steal.. ok game. love the concept
but dont like how hard it is to find rake. Dev if you read this this game has so much
potential for the future and i believe that if you keep working hard on updating this game it will become something
extroadinary. The rake is scary when or if you find him and the graphics or really good too. But maybe add a way too
make it easier to find the rake.also try too add some type of story element too the game or at least an intro of what too
do. I am only making suggestions too help you out you dont need to listen to me as I wouuldnt even be able to create
anything you already have in this game. I would recommend this game to anybody looking for a good scare and who
can see the potential in this game. thank you , p.s dev i wouldnt raise the prize anymore if i were you as people were
mad about that.. combined with rising sun they make a good team but should have a 3 or 4 set dlc to properly cover the
whole of war
. My first impression...steep learning curve. But that does not mean it is bad. So far what I can tell needs to be
improved: very not intuitive that when you look into a direction, you will not run into that direction. Instead, you have
to tilt your controllers. Just wrong. Please improve.

Also, the text on the tutorial boards is too small! It is tough to read! Why not make it a bit bigger?
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Moreover: tried this on Samsung Odyssey first but did not work. Somehow it makes you feel you are cross eyed. Some
IPD setting problem.. Very realistic sounds, and a incredible P3 air horn. The engine sound when its running, isn't
really good though. It has a good start up procedure also. There are also a BN\/UP re-paint for this, witch would be
very useful for Pacific Northwest routes. Over all, Ill give this a 8.5\/10. The games are spot on ports from the WDW
ride nice way to relive memoires. Not a complex game but simple fun!. this game is actually terrible. but not the worst
thing in the world, the worst thing is the fact that i cant get it refunded.
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Mira needs 2 of her hyper to actually use her hyper.

Iru is annoying.. Starts as a series of flash games with awkward controls.. Very short experience (15 minutes) but very nice story
and a lot of details. There is a possibility for another chapter.
Virtual room are very small and because of that, not very realistic but I know they choose this to make the game available for
people with "standing only" mode.

Very good for a free demo. Try it!
. The difficulty is quite easy for a roguelike genre, but that was the purpose I guess. Very engaging, fast-paced, some bugs here
and there, but in overall it feels very decent. The price tag is... high... but up until now, I spent 10h+ in the game and still having
fun. Somehow it reminds me about Alienshooter :) Before work I do a quick run and my day can start ^.^. Dev lies about the
promised switch content will be added to Steam version. Overall the game plays almost exactly the same as the first game. The
set-up and organization of the game feel much more fleshed out and complete than the first version. That being said honestly I
don't give a♥♥♥♥♥♥about most celebrities so a few of the references went over my head and most of the ones I did get felt
like cheap family guy references.

So it's kind of a mixed bag for me: more and better game, kinda lamer insult experience. That being said, this is one of the most
fun and cleaver peices of software outthere and I very much recommend it especially for it's price.

. This is the kind of WW2 shooters we need.

This reminds me of Hidden and Dangerous series. You go behind enemy lines and case havoc. I like the way where you can
drive around to help you in your mission.

Although the grammar needs fixing, especially the game itself. There are still a lot of bugs that need to be fixed, especially the
game.

But for a budget game and an open first person shooter set in WW2. I recommend people trying this.. Probably one of the best
VR demonstrations youll ever experience....
They need a full fledge game, that plays like this.... Id pay AAA prices for it.. This was fun for the first 10 missions or so,
maybe less and after that it just became very unenjoyable. This isn't a proper TD game, it's an "actions per minute" game as you
are constantly micro-managing your turrets. There is no pause button here and the game is very punishing even on "easy" setting.
There is a sequence to enemy attacks that is always the same for a given mission, on higher levels this becomes a memory game
where you are putting down the exact "correct" turret, in the exact "right" spot at the exact "right" time. It doesn't feel like a
game, it feels like work,. I didn't enjoy it, at all. my biggest caveats were the fixed camera and unresponsive controls.
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